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Subject:   Hard Disk Usage 
 
Hardware:  IRIS DVS & IRIS TotalVision 
 
Software:  IRIS DVS Ver. 10.01 and Later 
  
Release Date: 03/08/03 
  
 
SUMMARY 
  
The IRIS Digital Video System is design to capture and store images to the hard drive.  This technical 
bulletin describes how the IRIS system manages the available space on the hard drive and provides an 
orderly deletion of old images as new images are taken. 
 
The IRIS system always stores images on the “D” drive.  The “C” drive is left for all program files and 
for Windows NT OS management. Images are stored in three categories: Surveillance, Transaction and 
Event.  The management of space allocated to each of these three categories is different and must be 
considered when setting up a system. 
 
All images are stored in a FIFO (First In First Out) arrangement.  When insufficient space exists on a 
drive, the oldest images of the same type are deleted to store the new images.  In all cases the system 
deletes images in groups of days.  Therefore if there is insufficient space to store a surveillance image, 
then the system will delete the surveillance images that were saved for the oldest day to create 
additional free space on the drive.  This method of deleting a day’s images prevents multiple disk clean-
up cycles from occurring during the day and generally results in a single day’s images replacing a 
deleted day’s images. 
 
CHECKING AND SETTING SURVEILLANCE PARAMETERS 
 
The method of determining free space and deleting image files depends on the type of images stored. 
Surveillance images are deleted when the image is older than the number of days set for the 
“Surveillance Days” parameter in the IRIS configuration.  On the first surveillance image saved after 
midnight, the system checks the hard drive and determines if there are any surveillance images older 
than the maximum number of surveillance days.  If images exist that are older than the maximum 
number of days the old images files are deleted to free up space.  If the system should detect that 
insufficient space exist during the day while trying to save a surveillance image the system will 
automatically delete the oldest days surveillance images to free up space. 
 
When checking a system that has been running for some time you should do the following: 
1. Open a DOS window 
2. Type “D:” 
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3. Type “CD IMG” 
4. Type “DIR  L*. /od” 
5. The system will list the number of directories that contain surveillance images.  Each of these 
directories contains surveillance images for a single day.  
 
If the number of directories is less than the number of surveillance days set in the IRIS configuration 
(assuming that the system has been running for at least that number of days) then the system may be 
miss-programmed and trying to save more surveillance images than the system is capable of saving. 
To resolve this issue you need to: Reduce the number of surveillance days or increase the hard drive 
size. 
 
To determine the correct number of surveillance days look at the number of directories listed in step 5 
above.  Set the number of surveillance days to at maximum of two less than that number.  This setting 
will insure correct operation of the IRIS system and adequate storage for minor variations in days file 
sizes. 
 
Checking and Setting Event Parameters 
 
Event Images are stored on the occurrence of an alarm input and as such are not automatically 
deleted.  Once event images are saved they remain on the image disk until they are manually deleted. 
 
Since event images are unplanned occurrences they are not deleted automatically by the system. 
Because of security reasons you may need to retrieve event images for evidentiary purposes at a later 
date. Therefore the system does not automatically erase the images.  YOU MUST MANUALLY ERASE 
EVENT IMAGES. 
 
To check a system for the amount of storage consumed by event images you should do the following to 
check surveillance image operation: 
 
1. Open a DOS window 
2. Type “D:” 
3. Type “CD IMG” 
4. Type “DIR  E*. /od” 
5. The system will list the number of directories that contain event images. Each of these directories 
contains event images for a single day. 
  
Checking and Setting Transaction Parameters 
 
The method of determining free space and deleting image files depends on the type of images stored. 
Transaction images are deleted when there is insufficient space to store additional transaction images. 
Generally surveillance images take up a fixed (by the number of days) portion of the disk space.  The 
remainder of the disk space is allocated to transaction images. 
 
On the first transaction image saved after midnight, the system checks the hard drive for the available 
free space. I f the available free space is less than the “Disk Free Space Reserved” as set in the IRIS 
configuration menu the system will delete transaction images beginning with the oldest day’s 
transactions.  The system will continue to delete transaction images until either the required free space 
is achieved or the number of transaction day’s images is at the “Minimum Number of Transaction Days” 
as set by the IRIS configuration menu.  
 
If the system should detect that insufficient space exist during the day while trying to save a transaction 
image the system will automatically delete the oldest days’ transaction images to free up space. 
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When checking a system that has been running for some time you should do the following to check the 
transaction image operation: 
 
1. Using IRIS Inquiry connect to the local site.  Open the status report and look for error message 
indicating that the system has a disk low error message and has deleted files to recover from a disk low 
condition.  If there are error messages than the setting for the “Reserve Disk Space” is set too low.  
 
To determine the correct amount of space to set for the “Reserve Disk Space” do the following: 
1. Open a DOS window 
2. Type “D:” 
3. Type “CD IMG” 
4. Type “DIR  T*. /od” 
5. The system will list the number of directories that contain transaction images.  Each of these 
directories contains transaction images for a single day.  
6. Select several of the more busy days. (Typically Friday or the end of a month.)  The directory name 
is encoded with the date. Therefore T081202 is the directory for 08/20/02 transaction images. 
7. List all of the images in the directory by typing “DIR T081202/*.*” 
8. When the list completes the total directory size will be listed.  This size is the amount of space that is 
required to store one day’s transactions images. 
9. Repeat step 7 & 8 for several days. 
10. Pick the largest number and multiply it by 2.  This number should then be used to set the “Reserve 
Disk Space” in the IRIS Configuration Menu. 
 


